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Abstract—Cryogenic air separation processes are used to
produce gases with different quantities and qualities and the
process has a tight integration of heat and mass. Like in many
other chemical processes, various conflicting objectives must be
achieved in this process. Cryogenic air separation process can
be used to maximize the oxygen purity and nitrogen purity,
each separately or in combination. In this study cryogenic air
separation process was simulated using Aspen Plus and the data
generated from the simulation were analyzed for multi-objective
optimization in MATLAB using genetic algorithm. Three sce-
narios based on uncertain product demand were examined:
maximize O2 purity, maximize N2 purity and maximize both
O2 and N2 purity together. The reflux ratio of high-pressure
column (RR) was found to significantly alter the purity of final
products. The effect of waste flow rate on purity of products
was found to be significant depending on the selection of the
position of waste stream stage. The position of waste stream was
only found to be significant below the main feed stream of the
low-pressure column. Multi-Objective Optimization is useful in
identifying the optimum conditions of the process variables for
product requirements with conflicting objectives.

Keywords—cryogenic air separation, multi-objective optimiza-
tion, genetic algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION

When compared to non-cryogenic processes for air sep-
aration such as adsorption and membrane separation, cryo-
genic air separation (CAS) is currently the most efficient and
cost-effective method to obtain large quantities of oxygen,
nitrogen and argon as liquid or gaseous products [1]. As
in most chemical processes in CAS too, it is possible to
find various conflicting objectives which require optimization
for synthesizing the most efficient air separation unit (ASU).

When two or more conflicting objectives arise, it is possible
to use multi-objective optimization (MOO) to obtain the most
preferable values for the considering variables which optimize
the objectives.

MOO problem tries to find all the non-dominated solutions
which is known as pareto front and one of the non-dominated
solutions is selected based on the preference of the decision
maker or using a pareto ranking approach [2]. If a solution
dominates another, then at least one objective is better while
the remaining objectives are not worse. Simple genetic algo-
rithm (SGA) and simple simulated annealing (SSA) are two
popular optimization techniques used in single objective opti-
mization. Extensions of these algorithms can be used to solve
MOO problems; further modifications to those extensions
reduce the computational complexities of those application
[3]. Genetic algorithms (GA) ensure greater efficiency in
optimizing problems involving complicated processes having
multiple local minimum points [4]. Further GA is better than
calculus based methods to solve MOO problems since latter
generally seek out the local optimum which results to miss the
global optimum [5].

In a previous study, Aspen Plus software was used to
simulate the CAS plant and to conduct parametric analysis
using sensitivity analysis tool [6]. However, using the results of
this sensitivity analysis is limited for single objective process
optimization. Therefore, further modifications are required for
multi-objective optimization of complicated processes such
CAS process. Optimal design of CAS is difficult due to
uncertainties which can be categorized as process uncertainties
(unmeasured disturbances and uncertain model parameters)
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Fig. 1. Process Flowsheet of CAS unit

and process variabilities (product demand, power pricing etc.).
Process uncertainties are quantities both unknown at the design
and operating stages. On the other hand, process variabilities
are quantities that are uncertain at the design stage but mea-
surable during operation [7].

Since ASU must rapidly respond to the changing product
demand to avoid product lost and high operating cost, ad-
vanced process controlling, and optimization techniques must
be implemented. Formulae among the demand for gaseous
products and set point values of the control loops can be
obtained by regression analysis to improve the effectiveness
of the operation [8]. In [9], response surface methodology was
used to build the model equations and then MOO was carried
out by Design Expert software. In that study, nitrogen flow rate
and nitrogen conversion with respect to the air flow rate were
considered as the multiple objectives. However, this method
has the limitation of optimizing a process with single product
output without considering uncertainty of the product demand.
The present study examines the applicability of MOO to a
process with uncertain product demand for multiple product
outputs. Three scenarios were used to incorporate the uncertain
product demand: maximize O2 purity, maximize N2 purity and
maximize both O2 and N2 purity.

II. PROCESS DESCRIPTION

Cryogenic air separation processes cool down and liquefy
the feed gas stream to separate the stream into different prod-
uct streams using multicomponent distillation. In the present
study pretreatment processes, which should be done to remove
CO2, water vapor and other impurities are neglected, and feed
air is assumed to only consist of 78.12 mol% N2, 20.95 mol%
O2 and 0.93 mol% Ar. The Flowsheet of the cryogenic air
separation is given in Fig. 1. The simulation is done using
the PENG-ROB property method in ASPEN Plus software.
Cooling is achieved through the Joule-Thompson effect and
therefore compression and expansion of the air stream is
required.

First, the air stream is compressed to 6 bar in the main
compressor (MAINCOMP) and 70% of this stream is split and
fed to the high-pressure column (HP) which operates at 5.7 bar.

The vapor fraction of the HP feed is 85%. The remaining 30%
after SPLIT1 is further compressed by the booster compressor
(BOOSTER) to 50 bar. This stream is split again in SPLIT2
where one stream is gone through a turbine (EXPAND) to
reduce its temperature and to recover some compression work.
This step is important to provide the cooling requirement in
the plant. The other stream from SPLIT2 is directed to the
low-pressure column (LP) which operates at 1.2 bar.

Due to the pressure differences in HP and LP, LP bottom
can be operated at low temperature than HP top. Therefore,
heat integration between these two columns is possible and
the heat required to boil the oxygen-rich bottom stream in LP
can be provided by condensing nitrogen-rich top stream in HP.
The oxygen-rich HPBTM is provided as feed to the LP and
nitrogen-rich HPTOP is provided as reflux to the LP. Gaseous
nitrogen product stream and liquid oxygen product stream are
obtained from LP top and bottom respectively and a gaseous
waste product stream is removed as an intermediate to increase
the purity of final products. The product streams from LP are
at very low temperature (<-170 °C) and therefore can be used
for the heat integration in the plant

III. METHODOLOGY

Aspen Plus simulation was carried out to generate the
data required for MOO: variation of oxygen purity (f1) and
nitrogen purity (f2) with the change of process variables. The
objectives of this study can be identified as O2 purity and N2
purity. The process variables for the analysis were selected
as high-pressure column reflux ratio (RR), waste stream stage
(WS) and waste stream flow rate (WF). The heat loads in
both columns were controlled by varying the RR which has
an impact on many other process variables such as LP boil
up ratio. Other operating conditions of the plant such as
compression ratios, split fractions, column internal pressures
and number of stages, stream temperatures etc. were obtained
from conventional CAS processes reported in literature. The
purity of the product streams changes with the introduction
of a waste stream to LP [8] and the effect of adding a waste
stream to LP can be examined by considering WS and WF as
process variables.



Fig. 2. Overview of the Methodology

Optimization was done in MATLAB using GA to obtain
the Pareto front. A lookup table was used to identify the
relationship between the objectives and the process variables.
In MATLAB, we can obtain solutions where both objectives
are minimizing. However, for this study the objectives should
be maximized and therefore the reciprocals of the objective
values were used when running the optimization.

Three solutions from the Pareto front were obtained by
considering three scenarios: O2 maximization, N2 maximiza-
tion and both O2 and N2 maximization. These three scenarios
cover usual product demand in CAS plants and the operating
conditions for each scenario can be established through the
results obtained from the overall analysis depicted in Fig. 2.

A. MOO problem

Scenario 1- Maximizing O2 purity

maxf1(RR,WS,WF ) (1)

Scenario 2- Maximizing N2 purity

maxf2(RR,WS,WF ) (2)

Scenario 3-Maximizing both O2 and N2 purity

maxf1(RR,WS,WF ) (3)

maxf2(RR,WS,WF ) (4)

B. Constraints

The lower and upper bounds of the input variables are given
in Table I. The maximum waste flow rate was selected as
15 kmol/h because increasing above that value gives overall
power consumption above accepted levels of conventional

CAS unit. Waste stream stage was varied in steps of 5 stages
and the range for the reflux ratio was selected such that either
purity of oxygen or purity of nitrogen was higher than 95%
for at least one combination of input variables.

As shown in Fig. 2, the Pareto front was further analyzed
in two ways: according to decision-makers’ preference and
using the crowding distance (CD) method. For the scenarios
1 and 2, decision-makers’ preference was sufficient to obtain
the results. However, ranking of the non-dominated solutions
was required to obtain the results for scenario 3 and hence
the crowding distance (CD) method was used. The equation
to find the crowding distance for the solution ‘i’ considering
objective ‘m’ is given by (5). In (5), fm(xmax) and fm(xmin)
denote the maximum and minimum values of the mth objective
respectively. In the present study, the corresponding maximum
and minimum values were obtained from the Pareto front.
Further in (5), fm(x(i+1)) and fm(x(i-1)) denote the two neighbor
solutions in the Pareto front for the ith solution. To rank
the solutions based on crowding distance the sum of all the
distances for each objective were added as given by (6). The
higher the CD value the higher the rank for a respective
solution.

TABLE I
BOUNDS FOR THE INPUT VARIABLES

Variable Lower bound Upper bound
RR 0.8 1.5
WS 2 55

WF(kmol/h) 1 15



CDim =
fm(x(i+1))− fm(x(i-1))

fm(xmax)− fm(xmin)
(5)

CDi =

M∑
m

CDim (6)

Simulation results were further used to perform a sensitivity
analysis firstly by changing one process variable at a time
while keeping the other two variables constant. The raw
simulation data were used for the changing variable and the
results of scenario 1 were used as the data for the two variables
which were kept constant. Secondly, the sensitivity analysis
was performed by changing all three variables simultaneously
as depicted in Fig. 2.

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

A. Pareto Front

By solving the MOO problem in MATLAB using GA, 16
non-dominated solutions were generated after 430 iterations.
The results are shown in Fig. 3 where Objectives 1 and 2
are O2 and N2 purities respectively. Non-dominance of the
solutions can be clearly identified as increase of one objective
results in reducing the other. This confirms that the objectives
are conflicting and therefore a trade-off between the two
objectives is required.

B. Sensitivity Analysis

1) RR vs Purity: Fig. 4 shows that both O2 and N2 purity
curves go through maximum points at RR values 1.0 to
1.2 respectively. It also indicates three regions bounded by
RR<1.0; 1.0<RR<1.2; RR>1.2. Reduction of product purity
below the optimum values can be occurred due to two main
reasons as described below.

Firstly, reducing the RR increases the HPTOP stream molar
flow rate causing an increase of liquid flow in LP and it also
reduces the HP condenser duty. Further the reduction of RR

Fig. 3. Non-dominated solutions from MATLAB optimization

Fig. 4. Variation of O2 & N2 Purity with HP Reflux Ratio (RR)

reduces LP reboiler duty as the two columns are thermally
integrated. The reduced reboiler duty is insufficient to vaporize
the increased liquid stream in the LP which has a high N2
fraction causing the reduction of O2 purity in the LPBTM. On
the other hand, the reduction of RR affects the mass transfer
between liquid and vapor phases resulting in low N2 purity
in the HPTOP. This effect also extends to the mass transfer
operation in LP as the RLFEED is now having a low N2
fraction. Consequently, N2 purity in the final product leaving
LP may reduce.

Secondly, increasing the RR increases the N2 purity in
HPTOP but it reduces the O2 purity in HPBTM. Since HPBTM
provides the main feed to the LP, the reduction of O2 purity
of this feed stream tends to reduce the O2 purity in final
product stream. On the other hand, increase of RR increases
the condenser duty of HP. Consequently, the LP reboiler duty
increases as the two columns are thermally integrated resulting
in higher vapor flow with low N2 purity in the LP. This may
directly affect the mass transfer operation in the LP resulting
in reduced purity of the final N2 product.

The effect of the first reason may be significant when RR
is less than 1.0 while the effect of second reason may be
significant when RR is greater than 1.2. A conflicting effect
can be observed in the range 1.0<RR<1.2.

2) WS vs Purity: Increasing the WS reduces O2 purity as it
removes a stream with a high O2 fraction near to the LP bottom
while decreasing the WS reduces N2 purity as it removes a
stream with a high N2 fraction near to the LP top.

A sudden drop in O2 purity beyond stage 40 can be observed
in Fig. 5. The O2 rich main feed stream (RICHFEED) is
introduced to the LP in between stages 40 and 41 in liquid
phase which increases the O2 fraction in vapor and liquid
inside the LP beyond stage 40 compared to the LP top part.
Hence, removing the WASTE at a stage beyond 40 may
remove a stream with higher O2 fraction. Removing of higher
O2 fraction from the column eventually increases the N2 purity



Fig. 5. Variation of O2 & N2 Purity with Waste Stage

resulting in sudden increase of N2 purity beyond stage 40 as
observed in the Fig. 5.

3) WF vs Purity: The effect of WF on purity of the
products was analyzed by removing the WASTE from the LP
in between stages 1 and 2 as a gaseous stream. However, the
RELFEED which is having N2 purity above 0.99 is introduced
to stage 1. Therefore, removal of a gaseous stream with less
N2 purity than RELFEED which is in liquid phase may result
in increasing the N2 purity in the LPTOP. This effect becomes
significant with the increase of WF as depicted in Fig. 6.On
the other hand, removal of WASTE at a stage close to the top
of the column gives only a marginal effect on the O2 purity
in LPBTM.

Fig. 6. Variation of O2 & N2 Purity with Waste Flow

Fig. 7. Variation of O2 purity with simultaneous change of all 3 variables

C. Simultaneous Variation of Variables

Scatter plot shown in Fig. 7 indicates that O2 purity is
highest at low WS, low WF and RR around 1.2. Existence
of local maximum points can also be observed in Fig. 7,
and it validates the usage of GA rather than calculus-based
methods for analyzing this MOO problem as latter can seek
local optimum points instead of obtaining the global optimum
point.

Scatter plot shown in Fig. 8 indicates that N2 purity is
highest at high WS, high WF and RR around 1.3. Therefore,
the two scatter graphs further confirm the results obtained from
the sensitivity analysis.

D. Scenario Study

The results of the MOO for 3 different scenarios are
summarized in Tables II and Tables III. Tables II indicates
that RR is almost similar for all 3 scenarios, but WS and

Fig. 8. Variation of N2 purity with simultaneous change of all 3 variables



TABLE II
OPTIMUM PROCESS CONDITIONS FOR THE 3 SCENARIOS

Objective Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
O2 Maximizing N2 Maximizing Both Maximizing

WS 2 36 9
WF (kmol/h) 1.0048 14.9967 8.6821

RR 1.2 1.3 1.2008

TABLE III
MAXIMUM PRODUCT PURITY FOR THE 3 SCENARIOS

Objective Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
O2 Maximizing N2 Maximizing Both Maximizing

O2 0.9778 0.9455 0.9756
N2 0.9825 0.9981 0.9917

WF are significantly different. On the other hand, Tables III
indicates that the quality of final products for all 3 scenarios
is at acceptable level for industrial requirements.

V. CONCLUSION

The results of Pareto front confirm that the two objectives,
O2 purity and N2 purity, are conflicting and therefore the
use of MOO is important in analyzing such problems. The
results of the sensitivity analysis suggested that both O2 purity
and N2 purity are strongly depended on the RR. Maximum
purity for both O2 and N2 were found within the range of
1.0<RR<1.2. Within this range, O2 purity increases while
N2 purity decreases with increasing RR. However, purity of
both products reduces when the RR decreases below 1.0 or
increases above 1.2. The variation of purity of both products
against the WS was found to be marginal above the main
feed stage. However, a significant increase in N2 purity and a
significant decrease in O2 purity were observed when WS was
selected just below the main feed stage. On the other hand, the
effect of WF on product purity is significant depending on the
selection of WS. For an example the purity of high volatile
component (in this case N2) can be significantly increased
by increasing WF while selecting the WS near the top of the
column. MOO was useful in identifying the optimum operating
conditions of process variables to satisfy different product
requirements as categorized by different scenarios in this study
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